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Outline of Presentation

• Rising global instability

• The rising importance of soft infrastructure in  
international competitiveness

• Singapore’s sustainable competitive strength 
is in soft infrastructures

• Ethnic, Linguistic and Religious 
Fractionalization

• Only acceptable and viable hub in the Asia 
Pacific region



Rising global instability



US and China: 
Income increase from
1980-2014
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Trump: Re-elected in 
2020 or Jail?
-Maximize political 
survival

BB

Corporates/Wall 
Street
-More market 
access and 
profits
(Mnuchin, 
Kudlow)

T

Trade Warriors
-De-couple US/China 
economies
-Undermine MIC 2025
(Lightizer, Navarro, 
Commerce Dept)

D

Défense Hawks
-Maintain US tech
/military superiority
(Bolton, Pompeo, 
Pentagon, 
Security agencies)

Key Players in US Policy towards China

O

Intended Outcome:
-Short term: no deal or temporary truce on trade deal
-Medium term: de-couple economies, force supply chain 
relocation out of China, undermine China’s economy and 
tech sector
-Long term: era of new cold war



Xi’s Vision and Legitimacy

▪ Domestic vision: Made in China 2025

▪ International vision: One Belt One Road

▪ Princeling legacy and Party dominance

▪ Nationalism: Make China Great Again

▪ Implications for trade and tech war compromise



China Used to Make Up Much of the World’s Poor. Now it Makes 

Up Much of the World’s Middle Class.

Source: World Inequality Database
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China Used to Make Up Much of the World’s Poor. Now it Makes 

Up Much of the World’s Middle Class.



China Domestic Consumption Contribution to GDP Growth

Source: CEIC



China’s Imports from the United States have Declined much more 
Rapidly than Imports from Elsewhere During the Trade War



China’s Average Tariff Rate is Climbing on US Goods 
and Falling for the Rest of the World



Escalation to 25% Tariffs on All Bilateral Trade

Source: Bloomberg Economics’ modeling
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The rising importance of soft 
infrastructure in  international 

competitiveness





Soft infrastructures
• People and businesses expectations depend on the 

levels of trust in society; on whether public 
institutions are capable of ensuring a basic level of 
security and enforcing property rights, and are 
characterized by transparency, efficiency, and checks 
and balances; and on the strength of corporate 
governance standards and prevailing business ethics.

• The institution indicator conceptualizes institutions 
broadly as including formal, legally binding 
constraints—rules, laws, constitutions and associated 
enforcement mechanisms—and informal constraints, 
such as norms of behavior, conventions and self-
imposed codes of conduct.



Rule of Law Index
• The World Justice Project (WJP) Rule of Law 

Index 2019 is the latest report in an annual 
series measuring the rule of law based on the 
experiences and perceptions of the general 
public and in-country experts worldwide. 

• The WJP Rule of Law Index 2019 presents a 
portrait of the rule of law in 126 countries by 
providing scores and rankings based on eight 
factors: constraints on government powers, 
absence of corruption, open government, 
fundamental rights, order and security, 
regulatory enforcement, civil justice, and 
criminal justice. 



Rule of Law Around the World by Region

Source: World Bank
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Singapore’s sustainable competitive 
strength is in soft infrastructures



Key Indicators on Institutions

• conflict of interest regulations

• strength of auditing and accounting standard

• shareholder governance

• intellectual property protection

• corruption free environment

• efficiency of legal framework in settling 
disputes

• future orientation of government



Ranking of Competitiveness Out of 
140 countries

Spore China M’sia Indo Thai Phil Viet

Institutions 3 65 24 48 60 101 94

Infra 1 29 32 71 60 92 75

ICT 4 26 32 50 64 67 95

Skills 20 63 24 62 66 67 97

Innovation 14 24 30 68 51 67 82

Source: World Competiveness Report



China

• Infrastructures: 29/140

• ICT adoption: 26/140

• Innovation capability: 24/140

• Institutions: 65/140

• Weak in social capital, shareholder 
governance, conflict of interest regulations, 
strength of auditing and accounting standard, 
intellectual property protection, corruption, 
press freedom, legal framework



Singapore
• Infrastructures: 1/140

• ICT adoption: 4/140

• Innovation capability: 14/140

• Institutions: 3/140

• Strong in conflict of interest regulations, 
strength of auditing and accounting standard, 
intellectual property protection, corruption free 
environment, efficiency of legal framework in 
settling disputes, future orientation of 
government



Indonesia

• Infrastructures: 71/140
• ICT adoption: 50/140
• Innovation capability: 68/140
• Institutions: 48/140
• Weak in road, seaport, electricity supply, water, 

airport and services, internet subscription, mean 
year of schooling, time to start business, cost of 
starting business, innovation capability, trade 
tariffs, non-tariff barriers, corruption, strength 
of auditing and accounting standard, intellectual 
property protection, press freedom



Malaysia

• Infrastructures: 32/140

• ICT adoption: 32/140

• Innovation capability: 30/140

• Institutions: 24/140

• Weak in corruption, press freedom, water, 
electrification rate, railroad density, broadband 
internet subscription, mean year of schooling,  
tariff barriers, time to start a business, cost to 
start business



Vietnam

• Infrastructures: 75/140
• ICT adoption: 95/140
• Innovation capability: 82/140
• Institutions: 94/140
• Weak in road, railroad, air transport, seaport, 

electricity supply, water, broadband internet, 
mean year of schooloing, social capital, conflict 
of interest regulations, strength of auditing and 
accounting standard, intellectual property 
protection, corruption, press freedom, legal 
framework



Thailand

• Infrastructures: 609/140

• ICT adoption: 64/140

• Innovation capability: 51/140

• Institutions: 60/140

• Weak in social capital, shareholder 
governance, conflict of interest regulations, 
strength of auditing and accounting standard, 
intellectual property protection, corruption, 
press freedom, legal framework



Ethnic, Linguistic and Religious 
Fractionalization



Ethnic, Linguistic and Religious 
Fractionalization

Country Average of Ethnic, Linguistic and 
Religious Fractionalization Index

China 0.31

India 0.52

Indonesia 0.58

Malaysia 0.62

Myanmar 0.41

Philippines 0.46

Singapore 0.48

Si Lanka 0.46

Thailand 0.45

US 0.62

Vietnam 0.33

Source: Alesina and Ferrara: Journal of Economic Literature 2016



PM Lee Hsien Loong on Singapore’s 
Multiracialism

• "We created structures - constitutional, political, 
social - that discouraged intolerance, curbed 
chauvinism, and nudged social behavior in 
positive ways, long before nudging became 
intellectually fashionable.“

• "I hope future generations of Singaporeans will 
cherish this harmony, realize how precious it is, 
and strengthen it further. We must never allow 
religion to be weaponized, or used as a front for 
other conflicts,"



Only acceptable and viable hub in 
the Asia Pacific region









Strategic Role of Singapore
• Rising tension between US and China

• Dynamic Asia Pacific region needs a neutral and 
efficient regional hub city 

• Singapore as the ASEAN centre for regional logistics, 
RHQ, business services, insurance, infrastructural 
finance and project development, air hub, sea hub

• Singapore as an open and inclusive economy: 
participation from US, EU, China, Japan, India and 
ASEAN

• Singapore has deep business and personal network and 
cultural understanding on ASEAN countries 

• China’s AIIB and BRI need to be inclusive to succeed



Number of Regional Headquarters in 
Hong Kong and Singapore


